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PART - A

(Maximurn marks : l0)

. Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

1. Mention any two advantages of irrigation'

[?irne : 3 hours

2. Mention any two uses of a wier.

3. Mention any four types of spillway commonly used in dams.

4. State saturation gradient.

5. Classify the canal based on the alignment. (sx2=10)

PART - B

Maximurn ma*s : 30)

Ii Answer any fve of the following questiors. Each question carries 6 marks'

I . Draw the hydrologic rycle and mark the movement of water'

2. Dstinguish between elem€ntary and practical ixofile of darn'

3. What are the fiurctions of canal head works ?

4. Dscuss the terms:-

(a) Consfuction joints @) Drainage gallery'

5. Predict the different ways an earth dam failure''

6. Mention various cross drainage works and the location where they are

provided

7. What are the effects of water logging ? $ x 6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Maurnum marks : 60)

(Answo one firll question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks')

Urrr' - I

(a) What are the various methods of improving duty ?

(b) Explain the terms 'duty and delta'. Derive a relationship between the two'

On

(a) How rainfall is measured and expressed ? Draw ttre skach of a Symon's

rain gauge.

O) What are the methods of computing run-off from a catchment area ?

Give various formulas stating the type of aea for which each is applicable'

Urrr - II

V (a) Explain with the help of a diagram, the various components and their

functions of a diversion head works.

O) List the protectrve work for a wcir.

On

VI (a) What are the firnctions of guidc banks, marginal bunds and fish iadder

in a wier ?

(b) Explain the following terms :

(i) Head regulator 1ii) Silt contol dwice

lixrr' - III

Explain factors to be consider lbr selecting the site for a dam.

What are the various types of dams according to the principle adopted

for stability ?

On

(a) Dfferentiate between a high dam and low dam. Draw the profile of darn.

@) What is the fi.nction of a spillway in a dam ? List the types of spillway.

Uxrr - IV

(a) Dscuss the canal lining and its advantages

(b) Explain preventive measures to reduce soil erosion.

On

(a) L'ist the different methods of irrigation systern mentioning ther suitability.

ft) State and explain different classification of canal.
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